Trends in Physics
The General Conference of the Eu
ropean Physical Society is an excep
tional event taking place only once
every three years. The first was held
in Florence in 1969, followed by Wies
baden in 1972 and Bucharest in 1975.
In September 1978, the conference will
take place in the old city of York in
Great Britain. The General Confe
rences are cultural events bringing to
gether the various parts of physics,
exploring the frontiers of physics and
its links with other fields of science.
Since the founding of EPS ten years
ago, the general pattern of these
conferences has changed. For York,
it has been decided to associate eight
specialized symposia in parallel and
several plenary sessions devoted to
talks on fast developing new subjects.
Such a pattern is already used with
success by national physical societies
in national conferences.
The symposia are organized by the
EPS Divisions and ACAPPI (Advisory
Committee on Applied Physics and
Physics in Industry). Their topics have
been chosen so as to favour interdisciplinarity ; many topics are at the
boundary of different domains, so that
they are of interest for several Divi-

sions, but in each case, one Division
(or ACAPPI) has agreed to take the
main initiative. Each symposium has
its own scientific committee which
fixes, in an autonomous way, its scien
tific programme and chooses its spea
kers. Several symposia call for con
tributed papers either in poster ses
sions or, in some cases, in oral pre
sentations. It should be possible, in
this way, to review in detail recent
progress and to have specialized dis
cussions in the various fields covered
by the symposia. The following arti
cles in this issue of Europhysics
News
describe these topics and give some
insight into their significance.
The titles of the lectures of the ple
nary sessions together with the names
of the lecturers are listed opposite.
They correspond to very different
fields in micro and macrophysics, in
theory and experiment, in pure and
applied physics. These lectures are
intended not for the specialist, but for
the physicist at large who wishes to
be informed on new important advan
ces in domains of physics distinct
from his own.
The programme committee has also
decided to add both in the parallel

and in the plenary sessions, sessions
and lectures devoted to physics and
education and to physics and society.
These are two important matters that
concern EPS and physicists in gene
ral, not only the specialists in these
fields, but all physicists whatever their
main fields of activity. These topics
also are presented below.
Such a programme should attract
junior and senior physicists, those
who are actively involved in a highly
specialized field and those
who
wish to obtain a broad coverage. It
will interest laboratories, institutions
and universities all over Europe. We
look forward to seeing in York several
hundred physicists from the various
European countries. In order to help
especially young physicists to come
to York, EPS will allocate grants out
of its conference fund, and several
national societies also have obtained
funds to do the same. T r e n d s in Phy
sics', the 4th General Conference of
EPS, will be a memorable event.
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Symposium B 1 : Surface Physics
Although contributions to our under
standing of solid surfaces and inter
faces were being made fifty years ago,
it was not until the 1960's and the
development of ultra high vacuum
technologies (as a spin-off from the
space programme) that environments
for consistent and reproducible sur
face experimentation became avail
able. During the past two decades,
chemists, materials scientists and
physicists have worked to establish
the coherent interdisciplinary field of
surface science. Initially the most ra
pid growth of the field was in North
America, however a strong European
effort developed through the 1970's
leading this June to the first Euro
pean Conference on Surface Science
(ECOSS-1, Amsterdam) and in Sep
tember to this Surface Physics Sym
posium during the 4th General EPS
Conference.
Experimental progress in surface
science relies on the development of

techniques sensitive to the proper
ties of a fraction of a monolayer
(10' -1014 atoms cm- ). The most
powerful involve the scattering of low
energy electrons, ions and neutral
atoms and the application of inter
mediate energy (40-1OOeV) photoemission. A great deal of effort has
ben expended to understand the phy
sics of these techniques and much
remains to be done before they can
be fully effective; e.g. few measure
ments of cross sections Фare avail
able and the dependence of
Ф (E)
with solid matrix remains essentially
unmapped. During the Symposium a
selection of technique-related pro
blems will be examined ranging from
the theoretically tractable (but expe
rimentally difficult) method of Ruther
ford back scattering of MeV H e from
surfaces, allowing very precise layer
location, to the theoretically challen
ging and emerging study of molecular
vibrations at surfaces. One entire
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session will be devoted to photoemission, not only because this is
the most productive area of surface
research at present, but because this
conference will allow a rare oppor
tunity to bring leading European ex
ponents in the areas of synchrotron
radiation and surfaces together in
joint session to discuss future joint
interests. Of additional value to sur
face scientists will be an exhibition
to demonstrate existing and antici
pated synchrotron radiation facilities
in Europe.
Semiconductor surfaces and inter
faces deserve a special place in the
Symposium in part because they re
present an area where theoretical
understanding is probably outstripping
experimentation, a growing problem
nowadays in surface science. Whereas
the theory of surface electronic states
is well developed, experimental loca
tion and measurement of state den
sities has only been well established

